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The Effects of Employment Protective Legislation (EPL) on Spain’s Youth
Unemployment Crisis

Nathalie Rodriguez*
“People only accept change when they are faced with necessity, and only recognize necessity
when a crisis is upon them. Make men work together, show them that beyond their differences
and geographical boundaries there lies a common interest.” -Jean Monnet, 1979

Introduction1
Economic theory tells us that unemployment is a demonstration of economic and social
imbalance in an economy. We can agree that the European Union is an entity that offers many
benefits to its constituents such as peace and security, a single market, and respect of human
rights; however, there is one crisis that has affected the constituents of one specific E.U. member
state for over 25 years: unemployment, particularly youth unemployment in Spain. Youth
employment is crucial to any functioning state. High rates of youth unemployment show that a
state is lacking from the unpopular private sector, rising social unrest, low quality of education,
slow economic growth, and a dependence on the public sector. In other words, the state is not
allocating resources effectively to address this constant disparity among its citizens. Youth
unemployment is an issue that affects a nation as a whole, even though it only specifically targets
one demographic. World employment social outlook trends from, organized by the International
Labor Organization, show that youth unemployment affects the regional peace, gender
disparities, and overall economic prosperity of a state. In the summer of 2019, the Eurostat
analysis showed that the youth unemployment rate for Spain was 32.2%, the second highest
among all the European member states other than Greece. Through further analysis of the youth
unemployment crisis in Spain, I will be able to delve into some of the factors involved in this
economic emergency.
Keywords: youth unemployment, Spain, European Union, member states, job security
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Appendix B offers Spanish Introduction
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I.

Background

The severity of the youth unemployment crisis in southern European states is a multifaceted problem and is one that must be dealt with immediately. Not only does youth
unemployment affect the youth displacement, but an entire nation’s economy. Through
significant analysis of economic data, I have found that one of the principal factors driving the
youth unemployment emergency in Spain is labor laws, more specifically Employment
protection legislation (EPL). These high levels of youth unemployment are clearly explained by
labor market causes and are resulting in a lack of economic and social growth and development
in a nation. Employment protection refers both to regulations concerning hiring (e.g. rules
favoring disadvantaged groups, conditions for using temporary or fixed-term contracts, training
requirements) and firing (e.g. redundancy procedures, mandated prenotification periods, and
severance payments, special requirements for collective dismissals and short-time work
schemes)2.
EPL restricts the extent to which employers can resort to labor reductions as a cause of
market and economic changes. It makes it costly for an employer to lay off a worker because
additional compensation is required, thus, diminishing the number of funds to be allocated
towards future employees and development. By regulating employers’ hiring and firing choices,
they violate the fundamental principle of market flexibility, which economic theory has
intricately linked to healthy economic performance and which has shaped the debate over labor
market reform in recent decades3. This factors into youth unemployment explicitly because it
reduces youth's chances of being hired by an employer due to their lack of experience and
thought of being less economically efficient than an employee who has worked in the field for a
number of years. EPL was set in place as a way to address Spain's growing job insecurity and
gaps, but it has done more harm than good, especially to the group that was already
disadvantaged. The rates of youth unemployment as a result of this factor have risen and
maintained that at an extremely high level, not resolving anything. These job security provisions
have been and continue to exert countervailing effects on youth unemployment as it prolongs the
transition to first employment. The primary form of EPL which I will be analyzing is commonly
known as the severance payment.
II.

Analysis

Across Europe, youths experience increased risks of labor market exclusion in terms of
unemployment4 and increased risks of insecure, temporary jobs5. Among institutional factors,
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rigid EPL has been particularly blamed for youths’ integration problems. Empirical studies
mainly confirm this view by finding higher youth unemployment rates6, higher youth temporary
employment risks7, longer job search periods for youths8, and lower chances of getting a job for
unemployed youth9 in countries with strict EPL. Most E.U. member states have relatively low
rates of unemployment, especially youth unemployment. However, this is not the case for Spain.
Spain is unlike other European nations in that it has some of the strictest employment protection
legislation in all of the E.U. Spain has had above average youth unemployment rates compared
to other western European states since the seventies. However, following the 2008-09 global
recession the Spanish government enacted individualized employment protection legislation in
hopes of protecting employees and domestic industries. Spain experienced one of the largest falls
in employment and also one of the largest increases in unemployment of all EU member states10.
Since 2010 and into 2012, the Spanish government has implemented reforms in order to have
‘structural reforms’ on the labor market. These reforms hoped to reduce the difficulty for
employers in paying additional costs during the recession and to address the idea of fair
dismissals in the workplace11. It is not necessary to perform an exhibition of the history of the
regulation, but it should be understood that this is the moment in which the distinction between
the fair dismissal (despido procedente), i.e. which is according to the legal causes and
proceedings, and the non-legal one became consolidated, with the latter being qualified as unfair
or invalid12. A change in the severance payment portion of EPL was a meaningful change that
resulted as part of the Spanish laboral reforms of 2010 and 2012. Even though these reforms
aimed at reducing costs for employers by minimizing the high costs of severance payment, these
costs still coincided with a major economic recession. The results of these Employment
Protective Legislation reforms were not as positive as they hoped to be; especially on the rate of
youth unemployment. In fact, a few years following the 2010 labor reform, Spain witnessed the
highest rate of youth unemployment at 56.1%13.
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The results of the EPL reform proved to be ineffective as it diminished the amount of money
domestic industries were left with thus, were not able to invest as much into development and
labor. More importantly, the main issue it was meant to address actually exacerbated: youth
unemployment.
A severance payment consists of a one-off lump sum payment to a worker who has been
involuntary dismissed… the payment may differ according to the reason for dismissal- justified
or not justified14. Severance payments are generally paid by the employer, and the rates vary on
the employee’s tenure in the company and their wage level. Under Spain’s severance policies, if
an employee has worked for an employer for at least a year, they are eligible for severance
payments. The rate of the payments amounts to twenty days’ wages per year of service with a
maximum of twelve months’ wages15. The maximum amount that can be earned is twelve
months’ salary for twenty years of service, which could easily amount to the average yearly
salary in Spain which is €28,00016. It is commonly known in economic theory that deregulation,
especially that of labor restrictions, allows more room for economic freedom and thus, economic
growth and investment. Evidence is strong and rising that employment protection legislation and
processes have negative effects on worker separation and accession, and therefore on turnover,
with consequences for sector composition and economic growth17. Additionally, the youth aspect
of the labor market was abandoned. The effects of employment protection also extend to a
negative effect on unemployment. EPL restrictions make permanent contracts more difficult for
new workers to secure, which favors prime-age men at the expense, most consistently, of the
young and low- skilled18. Employers would rather invest resources into employees with
experience to prevent economic inefficiencies and costs. EPL restricts the extent to which
employers can resort to workforce reductions in order to adjust to market changes and forces
them to resort to alternative strategies of adjustment. EPL includes job security provisions that
make dismissals of permanent employees costly as well as restriction on the usage of temporary
employments19. This leaves a large portion of Spain’s population without the ability to gain labor
experience and jobs. By lowering turnover from unemployment to employment, EPL constrains
employment opportunities for young people, leading to a prolonged absorption of first job
seekers into first employment and therefore higher youth unemployment20.
The continuation of these high severance payment proved to be counterintuitive in respect
to Spain’s economic growth and the increasing youth unemployment rate. rates forced domestic
industries to cut back the number of employees and overhead costs in order to pay for severance
payments. These additional costs, especially during the recession, proved to be detrimental for
smaller, family run businesses whom were already struggling to stay open. There is a valid
14
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economic claim that deregulation, especially in labor and economic regulation, leads to more
growth in an economy. less strict labor laws translate with lower rates of unemployment and
therefore, youth unemployment.
The idea of EPL is not a foreign one to the European Union, however, following the global
recession in 2008, the E.U. decided to allow each member state to take individualized actions for
its economic situation. Following the 2008-09 economic crisis, 28 E.U. countries started a new
wave of labor reforms to tackle the effects of the crises. While various European countries
focused on lowering employment protection with the explicit goal to overcome segmentation21. If
we observe that in states like Denmark, Italy, and Portugal, the idea of the EPL and severance
pay has long been practiced and was reembodied following the global recession however, the
regulations for EPL in these states was nowhere near as rigid as those in Spain. Spain’s
unnecessarily high rates for severance payments justifies the growing rate of youth
unemployment. By looking at other E.U. member states, Sweden and Finland, we can see this
claim take effect. In these states, there are no statutory provisions to be entitled to severance payhowever, it can be a collective bargaining agreement between the employer and employee. The
youth unemployment rates of Sweden and Finland respectively are 16.19% and 20.90%,
compared to Spain’s 32.2%, refer to Appendix A. The lowest youth unemployment rate in the
E.U. is that of the Netherlands, a meager 12.7% (Appendix A). Although the Netherlands has
some form of severance legislation, it is not as strict as that of Spain. In the Netherlands, a
worker does not qualify for severance payment until 2 years of service, in which they will
receive 0.66 of a months’ income22. In a 1194 OECD study, it was clear excessive employment
and employee protection is one of the causes and driving factors of high unemployment rates.
The case of strict Severance payments in Spain is an issue that must be addressed for the
prosperity of the business sector and for the youth population that seemingly is unable to find
work regardless of their qualifications.
III.

Conclusion

Young people suffer disproportionately from unemployment and job insecurity across
advanced Western countries23. Spain is a state characterized by overwhelmingly high youth
unemployment rates over the last decades. This such high rate of youth unemployment can be
attributed to the nation’s strict employment protection legislation that makes it more difficult for
employers to invest fund into development and additional labor opportunities, especially for the
youth sector. Stricter job security provisions and stricter regulations on temporary contracts both
affect aggregate unemployment rates through similar mechanisms24. In order for Spain to grow
not only economically, but socially, significant labor reforms are needed to address the youth
unemployment crisis.

21
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Appendix A: OCED 1994 Study Profile on Unemployment
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Appendix B: Spanish Introduction
La teoría económica nos dice que el desempleo es una demostración del desequilibrio
económico y social en una economía. Podemos aceptar que España es una nación que ofrece
muchos beneficios a sus constituyentes, como la paz y la seguridad, un mercado único a través
de la Unión Europea y el respeto de los derechos humanos. Sin embargo, existe una crisis que ha
afectado a los constituyentes de España durante más de 25 años: el desempleo, particularmente el
desempleo juvenil. El empleo juvenil es crucial para cualquier estado funcional. Muestra que un
estado carece de "sector privado impopular, creciente inquietud social, baja calidad de la
educación, lento crecimiento económico y una dependencia del sector público (Dilshad, 2017)".
Además, la Organización Mundial del Trabajo Social Outlook de la Organización Internacional
del Trabajo Las tendencias de 2016 muestran que el desempleo juvenil afecta no solo la calidad
de vida de los jóvenes, sino también la paz regional, las disparidades de género y la prosperidad
económica general de un estado. A agosto de 2019, según Eurostat, la tasa de desempleo juvenil
en España era del 32,2%. Como análisis de la alta y creciente tasa de desempleo juvenil en
España, voy a discutir los factores que juegan un papel en estas tasas alarmantes de desempleo
juvenil.

Palabras clave: desempleo juvenil, España, Unión Europea, Estados miembros, seguridad
laboral
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